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CONSULTANTS IN PERTH: WE STOP BUSINESSES FROM “LEAKING” PROFIT
As quiet as it’s kept, many business owners in and around Perth are struggling today . . . unsure of
how to increase profit margin . . . not decisive in taking cost reduction steps . . . living on less than
their hard work is worth . . . floating aimlessly in a state of “hopium”.
Hopium is the term for a peculiar state of business stagnation. It’s when you’re doing very little
differently, yet “hoping” your profit picture will change. You can’t increase profitability this way. No
company ever has. Magical thinking won’t put more money in your bank account; only identifying
the profit leaks and plugging them will!
Unfortunately, most business owners with disappointing financial returns don’t know where to start.
Worse, most are unaware of the 60+ action steps and best practices that our firm routinely use.
There are so many small things you can do to turnaround your profit picture. Most of them may
seem like new ideas to you, but they’re the best practices among well-oiled corporations and
companies of the world. There are great consultants in Perth who can help you, if only you’d . . .
Albert Einstein once defined “insanity” as doing the same thing over and over again and expecting
different results. If this describes how you’ve been operating, isn’t it time to try something new and
different? Would you like sound advice from experts who’ve helped other area businesses
(magically) begin to thrive?!

Meet Thexton Armstrong Mandic: We Plug Profit Leaks
A team of top business consultants in Perth, Thexton Armstrong Mandic offers a Free Consultation
to area business owners, helping to transform any company’s bottom line. Every day, we help
business owners like you increase profit margin. Our guarantee: A quick phone call or email to us for
a consultation will ignite the financial leap you dream of making . . .
Most business owners are unaware of the multitude of ways to put money back in their pockets. In
fact, you’ll be alarmed by the many unknown ways your profit leaks out. But Thexton Armstrong
Mandic has a proven track record for shaping a more profitable business. We can usually find several
tens of thousands of dollars (and sometimes hundreds of thousands of dollars) of leaking profit.
If you’re bent on instating some sure-fire steps to increase profitability, let Thexton Armstrong
Mandic help you. Experienced consultants in Perth, we offer area businesses a Free Consultation
that proves we can put money back in your pocket. At no cost at all, we’ll review your operations
and tell you how much profit it’s leaking. Plus, we’ll show you precisely where your cost reduction
and process improvement inefficiencies are hiding.
So think about this: How different would your life be if you ran a more profitable business? Once
you’re introduced to the fine essentials of streamlining and creating savvier efficiencies, you’ll enjoy
a HUGE difference in your finances and lifestyle! ...

